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Greetings,  
 The recent earthquake certainly took us all by surprise.  Fortunately, there were 
no significant damages on Oahu, but many of our family and friends on the 
neighbor islands suffered structural damages to their homes.  Our thoughts go out to 
all individuals and families affected by the recent earthquake.                                                                 
 I am honored to announce that the Order of the Rising Sun, Gold Rays with Ro-
sette or Kyokujitsu shojusho was conferred upon Hanayagi Yoshijiro sensei on No-
vember 3, 2006 (Culture Day) by his Imperial Majesty Akihito and the Japanese 
government.                                                                                                                                                            
  The Jokun award is a conferment decoration system in Japan, and is given by the Japanese Govern-
ment and the Emperor to specially nominated individuals in Japan and abroad.                                                             
 The Order of the Rising Sun or Kyokujitsu sho is a Japanese Order, established in 1875 by Emperor 
Meiji of Japan.  It is the second most prestigious Japanese decoration after the Order of the Chrysanthemum 
(Kikka sho). Originally it had eight classes, but on January 4, 1888 a special class, known as the Order of 
the Rising Sun with Paulownia Blossoms, Grand Cordon, was added.                                                                         
         Until 2003 the order was reserved for males (women could be awarded the Order of the Precious 
Crown instead), and is awarded for both civil and military merit. Unlike its European counterparts, the or-
der may be conferred posthumously. The award recognizes Japanese and foreign nationals for their contri-
butions to promoting knowledge of  Japanese culture throughout the world.                                                                    
         Hanayagi Yoshijiro sensei was born in 1931 in Tokyo as the first son of Hanayagi Yoshijiro IV.   
He received his Masters from Waseda University and taught at Tokyo Geijutsu University for many years. 
In 1958, he was award the Monbusho Cultural Arts Award, The International Emmy Award in 1985 for 
Performing arts and the prestigious Regione Umbria Prize in Italy for choreography in 1998.   In 1999, he          
received the Nihon Geijutsu-sho for his choreography of over 300 dances. Yoshijiro sensei is once again 
being recognized for his dedication and contributions to the preservation and perpetuation of the art of  
Japanese dance. Congratulations Yoshijiro-sensei !  

                         Hanayagi Mitsuaki II 

 
 

Above our some of Yoshijiro sensei’s notable works ranging from the classics,  choreogra-
phy for Takarazuka and his interpretation through nihon buyo of the opera Carmen 



Out and About HDAHF students recently performed at Hawaii 
Daijingu’s Annual festival, Hale Pulama Mau at 
the Kuakini Medical Center, Hawaii Kotohira 
Jinsha and at the Hepatits Conference  

Back row (from left): Hanayagi Mitsuaki II, Teruo Goda,                                     
Hanayagi Mitsutamae, Hisamatsu Fusa, Akemi Carlyle, Mari Nishida                                                                               
Front row (from left):  Hiromi Carlyle,  Chiemi Harada at Hale Pulamamau 

Annual Christmas Party 

Sunday, December 3, 2006   11:00 AM - 2:00 PM    Hawaii Kotohira Jinsha Hall 

***Please remember to place your bento order with Mitsutamae Sensei (Diane Nishida) by Friday 11/17/2006 

   

Performance for Care Home  on  Sunday, December17th 

 

Maizome (Annual Recital) 

Saturday, Jan. 20, 2007  1:00 PM - 3:00 PM  Mission Memorial Auditorium on the grounds of Honolulu Hale 

Free parking in the underground City and County garage 

 

Garage Sale 

Sunday, February 18th, 2007  7:00 AM - 2:00 PM   Nidai-me's Home in Kailua  H
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Akemi Hata, Teruo Goda, Mayumi Harada, Chiemi 
Harada performing at Hawaii Kotohira Jinsha’s 
Autumn Thanksgiving Festival 

Teruo Goda and Mari Nishida  performing at 
the  Hepatits Conference sponsored by the 
Philippine  Medical  Association of  Hawaii 



Shamisen 
 The Japanese shamisen is a version of the snake-skin covered sanshin or jamisen which came to Japan                             
from the Ryukyu islands in the 1500s.  A snake-skin covered three-string instrument was developed in China                              
around 1390, and introduced to the Ryukyus in the late 1400s. It was imported into Japan in the mid 1500s,                                    
by trade ships entering two ports - Sakai, in southern Osaka and Hakata in Kyushu.                                                           
 Since snakeskin is difficult to obtain in Japan, the instrument was covered with either dog or cat skin.                                      
After some thirty years of experiments and improvements, the basic shape of the modern shamisen was                                     
established in the early 1600s.  The oldest shamisen in existence today is called Yodo and was commissioned                            
by Toyotomi Hideyoshi as a gift to his concubine, Yodo-gimi or Chacha.  
 Shamisen was first played by blind Buddhist priests, like the biwa, until it became an indispensable part of Kabuki 
and of almost all music in the Edo peiord.                                                                                                                                         
 The shamisen is made of two wooden parts.  The body of the instrument or "do" is a square box that is covered with 
skin on both sides and the neck or "sao."  The sao flares out at the upper end called the tenjin. Strings are wrapped 
around a peg and inserted into holes at the top of the sao.  A kind of buzzing sound is an important part of the resonance 
of the instrument and often, a device is put into the upper neck to emphasize this sound. The bottom end of the sao goes 
through the do and sticks out on the other end. The ends of the strings are tied to an ornate knot which is then looped 
around the end of the sao. 
 The most prized wood for the shamisen is koki, similar to rosewood.  Rosewood, walnut and mulberry are also used. 
The sao is 62.5 cm. long, but there are different thicknesses depending on the type of shamisen. The three basic types are 
hosozao or "narrow neck," which is used for Nagauta, chuzao or "middle-sized neck," used for Tokiwazu, Kiyomoto and 
Shinnai, and futozao or "thick neck," used for Gidayu.  The sao is made from one piece of wood, but is often divided into 
two or three pieces so that it can be disassembled to be carried compactly. 
 The do is made from Chinese quince, mulberry or zelkova. A cover made of cardboard covered with cloth is placed 
on the upper side of the do where the player rests his or her right arm.                                                                                   
 The strings are made of silk and are numbered from top to bottom.  "Ichi no ito" or the first string is the thickest and 
lowest in pitch.  "Ni no ito" or  second string, is thinner and higher in pitch.  "San no ito" or the "third string," is the thin-
nest and highest in pitch.  Although virtually all the parts of the shamisen are now made from imported materials, the 
strings are still made in Japan. Most of the raw silk and strings are produced in Shiga Prefecture.                                                     
    One san no ito is made by taking the basic thread, made by twisting seven  threads directly from the silkworm 
cocoon and then twisting forty of these basic threads together.  Ni no ito is made by twisting two san no ito together and 
an ichi no ito is made by twisting three san no ito together.  Silk strings are usually used, but there are also nylon strings. 
 A bridge or "koma" is placed on the skin which transfers the vibrations of the strings. Koma come in many different 
heights, widths, and weights and is made from ivory, water buffalo horn, whalebone, bamboo, rosewood or ebony.  Gi-
dayu and Jiuta uses water buffalo horn, while Nagauta uses ivory.  Occasionally, lead is put into the bridge to create a 
deep heavy sound.  
 The instrument is played with a "bachi"  which comes in many different shapes, weights and materials.  Jiuta uses 
water buffalo horn, Nagauta uses ivory and Gidayu uses both.  Horn is valued for great hardness and flexibility, ivory 
combines strength and softness.  In addition, ivory is greatly prized as it absorbs moisture.                                               
 There are three basic tunings. First is "honchoshi" or "main tuning," with the second string tuned a fourth above the 
first string and the third string an octave above. Then there is "ni agari" or "raising the second string" and "san sagari" or 
"lowering the third string.".  Each tuning has a slightly different feeling to reflect the atmosphere of a piece. In addition 
to these basic tunings, there are other tunings that are used on rare occasions. 
 The player sits and rests the do on his right leg and holds the instrument in place with his right arm. The sao is held 
with the left hand. The bachi is held in the right hand and plays with forceful strokes that not only pluck the strings but 
hit the skin or wood of the body of the instrument to produce a percussive sound.  The left hand presses down on the 
strings with the fingernails of the forefinger, middle finger and ring finger. On occasion the player can pluck the strings 
with the fingers of the left hand. Also, in general, the relatively intimate Kouta style usually does not use a bachi but will 
use the fingernails of the right hand, a style that is called "tsume biki (playing with the fingernails)."                                  
 Shamisen manners:  1) Never step over a shamisen.  In Japan, stepping over objects are a big no-no. Objects, like 
people are thought to posses a spirit and it would be disrespectful to step over either.   2) Rings and watches may knick 
the delicate wood of the shamisen.  Remove all objects from your hands when playing the shamisen.  3) Some teachers 
in Japan insist that one performs on stage without eyeglasses. Ancient Japanese performers were taught that performers 
were to appear on stage “as they were born” - without glasses or jewelry.   



 Sayonara and Good luck to Kumiko Yoshida, 
who has left the islands to return to Japan with her 11 
cats and jazzy Jaguar.                                                          
 Kumiko was born in Chiba, and has been a stu-
dent of HDAHF for 12 years. She will be continuing 
odori with Hanayagi Sanichiro sensei in Tokyo.                
 We’ll all miss you greatly, but know you’ll do 
well in all your future undertakings. Ganbatte Kumiko 
san! 

Staying connected               
with your Hanayagi Dancing Academy community 

 Our odori mates are doing 
great things. Why don’t you let 
them know what you’re up to, your 
memories of Hanayagi, birthdays, 
anniversary or your latest news?                         
 Send Emails and photos to                         
kotohira@hawaiiantel.net and 
share your news, stories and birth-
days with your fellow Hanayagians.                   

  Susan             
Yokota, mother of 
odori student 
Camryn Mie, has 
spent the majority 
of her life as a stu-
dent.  She cur-
rently has a M.Ed 
in Secondary Education and a second 
master’s degree in Library and Informa-
tion Sciences.                                                             
 Susan has taught Language Arts at 
Baldwin and Moanalua High Schools 
and is currently  back at Moanalua High 
as a librarian, after being at Le Jardin 
Academy for two years.                                         

 Hanayagi Mitsuai-san (Lorraine Hatsumi 
Kadota) has been a student of Hanayagi Dancing 
Academy since she was 5 1/2 years old.  Mitsuai-
san has a deep interest in Japanese culture, speaks 
Japanese fluently and also plays the koto.                                                                
 Mitsuai-san has been with the State of Hawaii 
Visitor Information Program (VIP) since June 8, 
1970.  VIP is a part of the State’s Department of 
Transportation Airports Division and she is cur-
rently overseeing the Oahu Section for the pro-
gram.                                                      VIP conducts protocol events, 
ceremonies, conventions, conferences and operates and maintains visitor 
information booths at various airports and harbors to provide assistance 

Hanayagi Dancing Academy Hawaii Foundation 

326 Kahako Street 

Kailua, HI  96734 


